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ABSTRACT

As part of the plant upgrade program, structural analyses and field inspections were
performed on four redwood cooling towers at the DOE Portsmouth gaieous
diffusion plant located in Piketon, Ohio.

The cooling towers are categorized as important hazard facilities. The loadings are
derived from UCRL-15910 according to the pertinent hazard category. In addition
to the seismic and wind loadings, the wood cooling towers are constantly subject
to adverse environmental effects such as elevated temperature, chemical attack,
icing and snow load, and motor vibrations. A thorough structural evaluation for
all load combinations was performed for each of the cooling towers based on the
structural code requirements of the Cooling Tower Institute and National Forest
Products Association. Most stress criteria are unique for the redwood material.
This evaluation was performed using finite element techniques on the global
structural integrity and supplemented by hand calculations on the individual
connection joints. Overloaded wood structural members and joints are identified
by the analysis.

The rectangular tower structure sits OL a concrete basin that span across 60 ft by
200 ft. A major part of the cooling towers upgrading program involved field
inspections of the individual cells of each tower. The primary purpose of these
inspections was to identify any existing structural damage or deficiencies such as
failed members, degraded wood, and deficiencies resulting from poor construction
practice. Inspection of 40 cells identified some generic deficiencies that mostly are
consistta: with the analytical finding. Based on the analysis, some effective but
inexpensive upgrading techniques were developed and recommended to bring the
cooling towers into compliance with current DOE requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION The Uranium Enrichment plant where the Cooling
Towers are located is owned by the Department of
Energy. The plant is located approximately 30 miles
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north of Portsmouth, Ohio. Martin Marietta Energy
Systems is the operator for the facility.

There are seven cooling towers at the Portsmouth
site which are used for the dissipation of heat from the
enrichment process. Approximately 670 million gallons
of water can flow through these towers each day under
a full design load. Water temperatures are reduced
from approximately 135 degrees F to 90 degrees F.
The inspection of fair of them and the analysis of the
two types of designs are included in this paper.

All four of these towers were built at the time the
plant was originally constructed in 1953. The towers
are a mechanically induced counterflow type. The X-
630 towers were designed and built by the C. H.
Wheeler Company. The original design had redwood
fill. A fluted fill was added in 1975. The X-633 towers
were designed and built by the Santa Fe Tower
Company. This style of tower is wider, utilizing a two
sub-cell concept but has smaller column spacing than the
X-630 towers in both the transverse and longitudinal
directions. It also has a more efficient connection
design which utilizes cast silicon bronze connection
hardware.

Cooling towers at the Portsmouth site are a high
maintenance item. Replacement of components, due to
ice loading and the corrosive atmosphere due to the
towers mist, is common as the towers require regular
attention. Re-building of major components op the
towers has occurred on approximately a 10 year cycle.
A major project to upgrade the cooling towers is
presently in progress. In the summer of 1990 prior to
the start of design, Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) was tasked with the inspections and
analyses of these towers. The DOE Design Criteria
6430.1A[1] bad been issued earlier in the year. SAIC
was tasked with analyzing the towers under the DOE
6430.1 A criteria and to make recommendations to bring
it into compliance if required.

For this effort the cooling towers were identified as
important hazard facilities. This classification was
consistent with the Safety Analysis for the facility.
Although a dynamic analysis was not required for this
classification of facility, it wa» still preformed since a
static analysis would have required a similar amount of
modeling time.

2. DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE

The four cooling towers are: X-63O-2A, X-630-
2B, X-633-2A, and X-633-2B. Isometric views of the
towers are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

All of these cooling towers are mechanical, induced-
draft towers. The primary components for the towers are:

concrete water basin,
concrete beam and pier support system,
redwood structural framing system,
fill support system,
fill material,
distribution-pipe system and supports,
drift-eliminator support system,
drift eliminators,
equipment-support frame structure,
fan, gearbox, motor and fan stack, and
roof deck.

2? DIA.

Figure 1. Cooling tower X-630-2A or X63O-2B

Figure 2. Cooling tower X-633-2A or X633-2B

The structural evaluation is limited to the wood
superstructure of the towers and does not include an
evaluation or inspection of the concrete water basin, the
pumping house, or any of the auxiliary equipment.
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The redwood material used in the construction of the
cooling towers being evaluated is close-grain No. 1 heart
structural redwood. The allowable stresses and the
modulus of elasticity for this grade of redwood are shown
in Table 103-A of CT1 Code Tower Standard Specifications
12].

The structural evaluation of the towers was performed
in accordance with DOE Order 6430.1A [1]. It was also
performed in accordance with the Cooling Tower Institute
Standards listed in Refs. 2-6. Where conflicts or
differences exist, the requirements of DOE Order 6430.1A
control.

3. COOLING TOWER INSPECTION

A major part of the cooling tower structural analyses
involved field inspections of the individual cells of each
cooling tower. The primary purpose of these inspections
was to identify any existing structural damage or
deficiencies, such as failed members, degraded wood or
concrete members, or deficiencies resulting from poor
construction. Where possible, general recommendations
were made for correcting the damage or deficiency. The
following cooling tower cells were inspected: X-630-2A,
Cells 1 through 10; X-630-2B, Cells 1 through 10; X-633-
2A, Cells 1 through 20; and X-633-2B, Cells 1 through 20.
A cross-section view of the X-630 tower is shown in
Figure 3. A cross-section view of the X-633 tower is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Truuvene section view of cooling tower type X-630

Figure 4. Tranivene section view of cooling tower type X-633

3.1 INSPECTION METHODOLOGY

All cooling tower cells were inspected by a team of
two engineers using a top-down approach. The primary
areas of each cell inspected were:

• roof deck and supports;

• drift eliminator area, including fan, gearbox and
motor structural supports;

• Return Cooling Water (RCW) distribution pipe area;

• fill material area; and

• open structural support area between the bottom of the
fill down to the concrete support beams at the top of
the basin.

Because of the large cooling demands of process
operations, only one X-630 cell could be shut down at a
time. Back-to-back cells in the X-633 Tower were shut
down at one time, since one RCW header serves two cells.
Thus, the cooling tower cells were inspected in a wet
condition rather than a preferably dry condition (i.e.,
allowed to dry for 8 h), except those cells which were
completely shut down due to fan-system maintenance.

The cell inspection process began at the top of the
roof deck and proceeded downward through the cell. The
fan stacks, rotors and blades, and the 2-by-6 tongue and
groove (T&G) boards comprising the roof decking were
inspected.

The inspection team then proceeded down to the drift-
eliminator level which is the next lower level. At this level
the following items were inspected:
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• the underside of roof decking and 2-by-6 and 2-by-8
support beams for decking and fan stacks;

• ran/gearbox structural steel support frame;

• tan/gearbox wooden beam, column, and diagonal
supports;

• the top portions of all remaining wooden columns,
diagonal bracing, and beams;

• drift-eliminator panels;

• cell-partition planking; and

• column/beam/diagonal-bracing structural connections
and intermediate splice connections.

In the X-630 Cooling Tower cells, the inspection team
entered the drift eliminator area from the access-'vay ladder
located near one end of the cell and walked along and on
the top of the supported sides of the drift-eliminator panels
to the opposite end of the cell. From this point, the team
members began their inspection with each person inspecting
one-half of the cell area and working his way back to the
access-way ladder.

In the X-633 cells, the inspection team entered the
drift-eliminator area from the short, access-way ladder
located near one end of the cell, and one person crawled
along the catwalk to the far side of the cell. Both
inspectors began their inspections from this catwalk,
working their way across the transverse section of the cell
to the opposite side where they exited out of the top of the
fan stack.

Once the drift-eliminator area inspection was
complete, the inspection team climbed down the RCW-
distribution pipe area of the cooling tower cells. At this
level, the following items were inspected:

• overhead drift-eliminator supports;

• diagonal bracing throughout the area;

• columns and beams throughout the area;

• column/beam/diagonal-bracing connections and
intermediate-splice connections;

• RCW-distribution pipe supports;

• the top portion of the fill material;

• cell-partition planking; and

• the access-way ladder.

In the X-630 Cooling Tower cells, the inspection team
climbed down the ladder to the distribution-pipe level, and
one inspector crossed over the main distribution pipe to the
far side of the cell. Both inspectors then walked along the
secondary distribution pipe supports to the oppotite end of
the cell, where the detailed inspection began. The
inspectors then worked their way back to the access-way
ladder, as they performed their inspection. The fill
material and the structural members which extended down
through the fill material were inspected at this location.
The top portion of the fill material was removed at teveral
locations and the hidden members inspected. Upon
completion of the inspection, the fill material was replaced
in its original position.

In the X-633 Cooling Tower cells, access to the
distribution-pipe level was gained by removing several of
the plastic, drift-eliminator lections and climbing down to
the distribution pipe. From this vantage point, the
structural members, distribution pipe supports, fill material,
and the columns and diagonals which extended down
through the fill material were inspected. Those structural
members which could not be physically reached were
visually inspected.

Upon completion of inspection activities at this level,
the inspection team exited the top portion of the cell(s) via
the access-way ladder up to the roof deck of the X-630
Cooling Tower cells or up through the fan stack(s) on the
X-663 Cooling Tower cells. From here, the inspection
team went down to the cooling tower basin area where the
inspection of the lower part of the cells that extends from
the underside of the fill material down to the basin concrete
beams located just above water level was initiated. At this
level, the following items were inspected:

• columns, beams, and diagonal bracing;

• concrete beams located directly above water level;

• fill material support beams (primarily for X-630
Cooling Tower cells);

• cell-partition planking; and

• column/biam/disgonal-bracing structural connections
and intermediate-splice connections.
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3.2 INSPECTION CRITERIA

The cooling tower inspection effort concentrated
primarily on identifying the following structural
deficiencies:

• ruled or missing structural members;

• structural deformation (e.g., bowed or bent
members);

• damage due to poor construction practices (e.g., bolt
overtightening, loose connections, improper splice
connections, additional or incorrectly located bolt
holes, wood members containing numerous knots);

• surface degradation (e.g., delignification, soft spots,
splits, cross-grain cracks); and

• internal decay.

The locations of all failed member., within the cooling
tower cells were documented by the inspection. Typically,
these were beams that were broken, columns that had
cracked at a knot, or diagonal bracing that was missing.
Members with severe structural deformation were also
documented. These were generally columns that were
either severely bowed or deflected.

Poor construction practices that had caused
deterioration of a structural member were documented. An
example of such damage is overtighteaed, bolted
connections where the washer and nut had crushed the
outer 1/4-in. of the wood surface causing major surface
decay at the connection. Locations of improper splice
connections were also documented, along with bolted
connections that had worked loose, and locations where
additional bolt or nail boles existed. These open bolt/nail
boles through me member have retained water and rotted
the member at those locations. Structural members that
had bowed, cracked, or rotted because they contained knots
were also documented.

Structural members were physically inspected for
surface or internal decay. If a redwood column, beam, or
diagonal bracing had numerous splits parallel to the grain
along the entire length of the member, and if they were
1/2- to 3/4-in. or deeper, the location of that member was
documented with the recommendation that it be replaced.
Similarly, if the surface deterioration of a redwood member
was to the point that 1/4-in. of the surface could be easily
scraped off on all sides, replacement was also
recommended for that member. Any member that was

structurally sound over most of its length but had localised
soft spots where the wood was rotted to a depth of 1/2 in.
or more was documented with the recommendation that it
be replaced.

3.3 OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.3.1 X-630-2A & -2B Coolinp Towers

Inspection of the 20 cells comprising the X-630-2A
and -2B Cooling Towers identified the following
deficiencies which were common to the majority of cells:

• Redwood columns and diagonal brace located directly
under and within the fan-suck diameter were in
generally poor condition compared to other areas.

• The dri ft-eliminator panels and cell-partition planking
in the upper two levels were in generally poor
condition.

• The majority of the redwood columns, beams, and
diagonal brace at the distribution-pipe and drift-
eliminator levels had surface decay of approximately
1/8 in.

• Beams and columns had questionable splice
connections.

• There were loose connections at diagonal
bracing/column interface and overtightened, bolted
connections at beam splices.

• The use of redwood lumber containing knots allowed
columns, beams, and diagonal bracing to bow, split,
crack or decay at the knot location.

3.3.2 X-633-2A &. -2B Cooling Towers

Inspection of the 40 cells comprising the X-633-2A
and -2B Cooling Towers, identified the following general
conditions and deficiencies common to the majority of
cells:

• wood members in better condition than X-630 Cooling
Tower wooden members;

• column damage near the center of cells in the lower
part of the cells and column base deterioration;

• main distribution pipe, 2-by-IO, support damage;
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• infestation of small beetles in the wooden members;
and

• fan-stack support beams and nailed connections in
generally poor condition.

4. STRUCTURAL ANALYSES

4.1 DESIGN LOADINGS

According to the requirements of CTI STD-103 [2],
there are six loading cases which must be considered in the
analysis of the cooling tower structure. The following load
cases (with their abbreviations and respective durations) are
considered:

• DL - Dead Load Condition - permanent
wood weight
mechanical equipment weight
drift-eliminator materiel
weight of fill material

• OL - Operating Load Condition • permanent
fan-thrust load
water weight in distribution system and fill
material

• SL - Special Short-Term Condition - 7 days
fan out of balance load
ice buildup on fill material
snow load on roof deck

• ML - Maintenance Load Condition • two months
distributed load on roof deck

• WL • Wind Load Condition - very short term

• SE - Seismic Load Condition - short term

The gravity-induced, self-weight, and operating loads
are analyzed using static structural analysis techniques.
The routing equipment loads that result from normal
operation and from fan-out-of-balance conditions are treated
as pseudo-static loads. This is appropriate due to the
frequency of the load relative to the fundamental frequency
of the structures.

A study of the dynamic characteristics of the cooling
towers was made. It was found that the fundamental
frequency of the towers is approximately 3.0 Hz. This is
more than one octave higher than the typical wind-load
forcing function. From the standpoint of wind loading, this

is high enough Uiat the wind loads can be considered by
static analysis methods. The wind loading and distribution
is determined in accordance with UCRL-15910 [9] and
ANSI AS8.1 [10]. The seismic analysis it performed in
accordance with the Uniform Building Code (UBC)
requirements [11).

4.2 ALLOWABLE STRESSES

The allowable stress for a given structural member is
the level of stress to which the member may be safely
loaded. For wood as the structural material, the allowable
stress is primarily s function of the duration of the applied
loads. The allowable stress for short-duration loads is
higher than the allowable stress for long-duration loading.
For this reason, the duration of the application of load for
the given load cases must be considered. The ratio of
working stress to design value for normal loading duration
is shown in Figure B-l of Ref [7] and duplicated in Figure
5.

Duration of Mutism Load

Figure 5. Adjuumem of working Mic*t for variotu duration of load.

For all four cooling towers, the structural members
are California Redwood. The basic allowable stresses used
in this analysis, for No. 1, heart structural grade, close-
grain. Redwood, are tabulated in Table 4A of Ref. f 8j.
However, the allowable stresses are for building conditions
most commonly encountered. This, is where cured timber
is erected in a sheltered structure and the duration of the
load does not exceed 10 years.

The allowable stress values discussed above are also
influenced by several factors such as surrounding
temperature, humidity, moisture content, pressure treatment
for lire resistance and preservation. For temperatures over
68°F, the basic allowable stress must also be decreased.
If the wood has been pressure-treated for fire resistance,
the basic allowable stress must be reduced again. All of
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these stress modification factors are applied to the basic
allowable stress. The resulting stress is the allowable
working stress.

The allowable stress applied to cooling towers in
particular depends on where in the cooling tower the
member is located. This is because the temperature within
the tower varies considerably. CTI STD-103 [2]
recommends that for the upper portion of the tower (above
the fill material), the high water temperature is used. For
the lower portion of the tower (the area below the fill
material), the average of the high water temperature and
the low water temperature is used.

4.3 J O A D COMBINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA

The following load combinations are considered for
the an'Jysis of the cooling tower structures and are
cocstoent with Ref, [6]:

Table 1. Load combinations and stress multiplier

Load case Load combination Allowable stress

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

U=DL+OL
U=DL+OL+WLCW

U=DL+OL+WLns
U=DL+OL+ML
U=DL+OL+SL
U=DL+OL+SEew
U=DL+OL+SE!S

.90 Fa
1.33 Fa
1.33 Fa
1.15 Fa
1.25 Fa
1.33 Fa
1.33 Fa

The subscript *ew" stands for wind or seismic load
parallel to east-west direction. Similarly the subscript "as"
stands for load parallel to north-south direction. These
load combinations are made up of the load cases listed in
Sect. 4.1. Along with each load combination, the
appropriate stress modification factor is listed. Fa

represents the generalized allowable stress. The actual
acceptance criteria for a wood column is a combination
check of slenderness factor C s , slenderness ratio fe/d,
allowable flexural stress F b \ allowable compressive stress
F c \ actual binding stress fj,, and actual compressive stress
fc. The wood timbers are loaded in both laterally and
axially. The interaction equations for checking the
acceptance criteria of the loaded beam or column were
taken from National Design Specification for Wood
Construction [7] and presented as follows:

4.3.1 Design flexurt] loading or beams

The slenderness factor for a bending member was
calculated by the following formula:

where
b
d

the effective column length
the beam breadth
the beam depth

(a) SHORT BEAMS. When the slendemess factor, C s

does not exceed 10, the full design value for extreme fiber
in bending, Fj,' = F^, is used.

(b) INTERMEDIATE BEAMS. When the slenderaess
factor, C s , is greater than 10, but does aot exceed C^, the
adjusted design value for extreme fiber in bending, Fj,',
was determined from the following formula:

in which

Ck - 0.811 |JL

(2)

(3)

where E = modulus of elasticity, psi
Fjj = design value for extreme fiber in bending

(c) LONG BEAMS. When the slenderness factor, Cs, is
greater than C^, but less than or equal to 50, the adjusted
design value for extreme fiber in bending, F),', was
determined by the following formula:

0.438E

4.3.2 Design axial loading of columns

(4)

(a) SHORT COLUMNS. For solid columns having an
fe/d ratio of 11 or less.

where Fc = design stress value in compression
parallel to grain
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(b) INTERMEDIATE COLUMNS. For solid columns The value of J was derived as:
having an (Jd ratio greater than 11 but less than K,
where: . m <*« M "u

K -11 (12)

K * 0.671 where (0 <, J <, 1).

(7)

(b) SHORT COLUMNS. For members having an le /d
of 11 or less, J=0 and the equation (11) reduces to:

lP7f' <13>
(e) LONG COLUMNS. For solid columns having an c *

fe/d ratio of K or greater: C) LONG COLUMNS. For members having an ffi/d of
K or greater, J= 1 and the equation (11) reduces to:

(8)

4.3.3 Flexural and axial loading combined
(M)

4.3.3.1 Flexure and Axial Tension

Members subjected to both flexure and axial tension
was so proportioned that.

F, Fb

and

where

(10)

actual unit stress at extreme fiber in
bending, psi

actual value in tension parallel to grain
design value in tension parallel to grain

The values of F t and F^ included duration of load and
other applicable modifications.

4.3.3.2 Flexure and Axial Compression

(a) MEDIUM COLUMNS. Members subjected to both
flexure and axial compression were proportioned that

(A. • JL

5. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

The structural evaluations of both the X-630 and X-
633 Cooling Towers were performed primarily by using
finite element technique!. At the intersection! of various
components of the structure, node point* are defined.
Then, the finite elements which properly represent the
structural members are chosen from a library of dements.
These elements are connected to the nodes to form a
mathematical representation of the physical structure.

The boundary conditions of the finite element model
are defined to represent the support system for the physical
structure. Once the finite element and the boundary
conditions are defined, the loading of the structure is
established. The loading of these structures is represented
by nodal-point applied loads. The magnitude of these
nodal loads is determined in accordance with the
requirements of Section 4.3.

A structural analysis is performed for each of the
loading combinations. This data is then used as input to a
post-processor program, which checks each individual
member to determine if its allowable load has been
exceeded. This allowable loads are defined in Section 4.3
and are dependent upon both the load duration and the
temperature/humidity environment.

S.I COOLING TOWERS X-630-2A AND X-630-2B

The structural analysis of these towers was performed
by using a three-dimensional, finite element model. The
model was constructed to represent one typical cell of the
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tower. The model includes members which represent all of
the load-carrying members of the cell. The beam members
(joists) that carry the roof deck, the drift eliminators, and
the fill material are modeled by beam elements. The
diagonal members that cany horizontal loads, such as
seism c and wind loads, are represented by truss elements.
The diagonals in the structure are installed in such a way
that they carry only axial loads.

Between each of the individual cells of the structure,
a wood diaphragm is used as a partition wall. The roof
deck and the partition diaphragms are represented by plate
membrane elements.

5.2 COOUNG TOWERS X-633-2A AND X-633-2B

These towers were analyzed using two individual
finite dement models. Both models are two-dimensional.
One model is used to represent a typical frame in the
transverse direction of the cooling tower, and the other
model is used to represent a typical frame in the
longitudinal direction. In both models, only one coll is
modeled. These models include elements that represent all
of the load-carrying members of the cell. The beam
members (joists) that cany the roof deck, the drift
eliminators, and the fill material are modeled using beam
elements. The diagonal members that carry horizontal
loads, such as seismic and wind loads, are represented by
truss elements.

6. RESULTS

Based on the results of the finite element analysis, all
structures, in their present condition, do not fully comply
with the requirements of the controlling codes and
standards. Most non-compliances are due to the
compressive loads exceeding the allowable working stress.
These are caused by inadequate member size or
exceedingly long unbraced length.

A typical diagonal to column connection detail for the
tower was investigated. This joint analysis was performed,
according to Ref [5], by hand calculation for the bolted
connection and it was found to be inadequate for
transmitting the tension forces,

6.1 GENERAL DEFICIENCIES

As would be expected, the center columns of the
cooling towers are the most highly loaded interior columns.

These columns are slightly overstressed in the midheight
region of the columns. It was recommeutied that any of
these columns that are identified as marginal or decayed in
any way in the inspection report be completely replaced.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations were provided to bring the towers
into compliance. The recommendations provided are
believed to be the most cost effective. The results of the
analytical work and of the inspection effort were
considered. Modifications recommended considered both
aspects of the situation.

In general, the recommendation for the non-compliance
wood members consisted one of the following actions:

• Providing interior span locking between the individual
joists for lateral stability therefore increasing its load-
carrying capacity by reducing its slendemeu ratio.

• Strengthening the exterior columns that are not at the
partitions of the cells. The overload condition it the
result of buckling in the weak axis. This condition
could be corrected by replacing the column with a
larger timber member.

• Upgrading the interior column elements, located
below the fan, that are overloaded (dead load plus
operating load combination). Due to the magnitude of
the overload (approximately 30%), it was
recommended that these columns in the inner core be
replaced. The inspection also found that these
columns generally have more decay than the outer
columns. Therefore, it was recommended that the
members be replace* with bigger, newer, Clean
Heart, structural-grade, redwood columns.

• Reinforcing the connections of the tower such that the
diagonals can adequately transmit tension forces by
the addition of metal gusset plates with additional
bolts to carry the forces in the diagonals.

• Placing administrative control on the tower during
construction that the maintenance load be limited to
20 psf. The recommended load is 60 psf. The code
does allow this if the loads are specified and
controlled.

• Repairing the partition walls of each cell where loose
or deteriorated boards exist. It was also
recommended that a new layer of 1x6 T&G boards be
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added to the other side of the columns. If the new 1-
by-6 boards are placed at a 45 degree cngle, they can
be attached using 3/8d silicone bronze common nails
per column. If, however, the boards are placed
horizontally, then the connections are required to be
3/8 inch diameter through bolts.

• Strengthening the lowest diagonal member of the
bracing system for lateral loading by replacing with
bigger member.

• Tieing-up the diagonal bracings at the intersection of
mid-span. This will provide lateral restraint in the
weak axis and increase its load-carrying capacity.

By implementing the above corrective actions, the
tower structure can safely withstand the loads and will be
able to meet the requirements of the controlling codes and
standards.
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